Oracle Cloud Performance
Management & Analytics
Services

EnterprisePerformance Management (EPM)
● Consolidation & Close
● Planning & Forecasting   
● Integrated Narrative Reporting
Sierra-Cedar helps organizations accelerate and streamline their financial close, budget, and forecast processes
through best practice implementations of Oracle EPM System and EPM Cloud Solutions. We also help implement global financial consolidation solutions using Close Management and by automating currency conversions,
eliminations, and SEC reporting requirements. OAC Essbase and the latest Planning and Budgeting Cloud Services are ideal multi-dimensional solutions that support write-back, forecasting, budgeting, and What-if analysis
capabilities. All of these Oracle EPM solutions can be integrated with Oracle OAC BI and data visualization reports and dashboards to provide end users with reporting access to both their EPM solutions and enterprise BI
reporting needs across the business.
OracleAnalytics Cloud (OAC)
● Data Visualization          
● Dashboard Analytics       
● Essbase Management Reporting   
● Machine Learning/Predictive Analytics
OAC is Oracle’s strategic cloud analytics offering that integrates the power of multi-dimensional Essbase
capabilities with the flexibility of Oracle BI dashboard analytics. This provides a cloud platform that can scale and
support your analytic needs across the enterprise. OAC also provides Data Visualization for end-user driven,
self-service visual analysis, as well as robust machine learning predictive analytics. OAC also includes a leading
mobile analytics capability that enables Users to talk to their mobile phones to retrieve up-to-date reporting.
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
● Integration
● Implementation
● Managed Services
Sierra-Cedar has a primary focus on Oracle BI solutions and Cloud services, with deep knowledge on the
analytical reporting needs of both PeopleSoft and Oracle EBS ERP solutions. Our industry-specific experience
combined with our deep knowledge of ERP applications and deep expertise on BI-enabling tools and technologies
uniquely positions us to help make critical connections between our customer’s business needs, systems, and
information needs. Our proprietary Propel Methodology is delivered by seasoned consulting specialists using
leading practices, innovative in-house tools, and a wealth of templates, boilerplate documents, and utilities that
drive effective development in a transparent and open fashion.
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Data Warehouse/Data Lake (DATA)
● Integration          
● Warehouse/Lake       
● Performance Tuning    
● End-to-End Solution Architecture
Our team has been focused on designing and developing data warehouse and business intelligence solutions
for over a decade. We partner closely with Oracle development and stay on top of the latest solution offerings
to optimize our client implementations. We help clients from the visionary roadmap phase, through enterprise
implementation and training.
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About Sierra-Cedar

Sierra-Cedar is a Platinum Partner specializing in Oracle Cloud Applications, PeopleSoft, Business Analytics,
Planning and Budgeting, E-Business Suite, and integration technologies. Sierra-Cedar helps clients take full
advantage of Oracle’s portfolio of innovative solutions. Whether you are deploying an Oracle application for the
first time or expanding and enhancing functionality, our consulting and managed services are tailored to suit your
unique business requirements.

www.Sierra-Cedar.com ● 866.827.3786 ● Contact@Sierra-Cedar.com
Sierra-Cedar delivers industry-focused client success by providing consulting, technology, and managed services
for the deployment, management, and optimization of next-generation applications and technology.

